In Oslo After Rough Flight

OSLO, Jan. 12 (INS).—General Eisenhower landed in Oslo Friday night on his survey trip of western Europe’s defenses but only after bad visibility and a “cold front” provided some anxious moments.

The plane circled the field for more than a half hour and made three passes before touching ground. The accompanying plane carrying newsmen was forced to turn back half-way between Copenhagen and Oslo when icing slowed the airspeed of the plane to 120 miles an hour.

The commander of the Atlantic elevator shafts and soon the ending off from Copenhagen, for the first time paid public tribute to the spirit of a western European nation.

He declared the “spirit” of the Danish people “lifted up my heart.”

Reliable sources in Madrid said Friday night that Eisenhower will visit Spain on his current survey trip of western Europe and will confer with Generalissimo Francisco Franco.